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Chapter 9: Banking
This Chapter uses a simple agent-based model to explore the basic features of
fractional reserve banking and shows how the reserve and capital adequacy ratios
imposed by regulators can dampen an otherwise explosive system. This simple
model illustrates how agent-based modelling can accommodate heterogeneity in
that both savers and borrowers can be represented; how micro and macro aspects
can be combined in one model unlike the conventional textbook treatment of
banking; and the importance taking dynamic processes fully into account in
modelling the banking system.
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Introduction
Banks are part of almost everyone’s lives in the UK: people use banks for everyday
transactions, to hold their savings and to lend them money as indicated by the stylised facts in
Box 9.1. Banking is based on a powerful mechanism, fractional reserve banking, which is the
focus of this Chapter.

Box 9.1: Stylised facts about borrowing, savings and banking by households in the
Great Britain.
Almost all households have a bank account.
Only two per cent of adults ‘lived in households without access to a current or basic bank account,
or savings account’ in 2008/9 (HM Treasury, 2010).
The distribution of savings is highly skewed:
 A third of households had no savings at all.
 40 per cent had savings of less than £10 000.
 About 20 had savings of £20 000 or more.
(Data for 2010-11: ONS, 2012, pp.37-38)
Debt (in 2008/10)
 A quarter of households had a mortgage on their main residence, on average £92 000 (ONS,
2011, p.18)
 Half of households had non-property related debt: on average £7 000 (ONS, 2012, pp.13 -15)

Fractional reserve banking
Fractional reserve banking allows banks to make money: or rather, create credit. Banks do
this by ‘exploiting the fact that money left on deposit could profitably be lent out to
borrowers’ (Ferguson, 2008, p.49). This is not new. It can be traced back to the founding of
the Swedish Riksbank in 1656 and was described by Adam Smith in the eighteenth century
(1776/1861, Book II, Chapter II).

Fractional reserve banking works like this. The bank needs to hold a percentage of the sum
deposited with it to meet day-to-day demand for cash withdrawals. This percentage is called
the reserve ratio. If the reserve ratio is 10 per cent, then the bank can lend out 90 per cent of
its deposits. So if a bank takes in £1 000, then it is free to lend out £900. This means that
there is now £1 900. The recipient of the loan uses that £900 to buy something. The money is
then passed to a retailer, who puts it in the bank. The bank then has another £900 deposited
and can lend out a further £810 (being 90 per cent of £900). The total money in circulation is
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now £2 710 (being £1 000 plus £900 plus £810). A fourth round adds a further £729, bring
the total to £3 439. And so it continues, with less being lent out at each round. After about 50
rounds, there is less than £5 to lend out. But by then the original £1 000 has grown to almost
£10 000. The bank deposit multiplier, which records the ratio of the total loaned out to the
initial loan, is 10. This is illustrated in the figures in the top row of Box 9.2, with the
mathematics in the bottom row. To sum up, as a result of fractional reserve banking with a
reserve ratio of 10 per cent, an initial £1 000 can be increased to £10 000 (assuming that there
is a demand for these loans). (For more on this, see, for example Begg et al., 2011,p.424).
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Box 9.2: The bank deposit multiplier.
Total loans

1 000
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Total loans (£)

New loans (£)
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5 000
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Assume the banking system has deposits, 𝐷0, and a reserve ratio of 𝜌, then it will loan, 𝑙1 ,
𝑙1 = (1 − 𝜌) 𝐷0
(1)
This results in an increase in deposits by the amount lent so the new deposits total:
𝐷1 = 𝑙1 + 𝐷0 = (1 − 𝜌) 𝐷0 + 𝐷0 = (1 + (1 − 𝜌)) 𝐷0
(2)
The next round, it can lend
𝑙2 = (1 − 𝜌) 𝐷1 = (1 − 𝜌) [1 + (1 − 𝜌)] 𝐷0
= [1 + (1 − 𝜌) + (1 − 𝜌)2 ] 𝐷0

(3)

And so on. The total loans, L, over t periods is given by
𝐿 = ∑𝑡𝑖=0 𝑙𝑖 = ∑𝑡𝑖=0(1 − 𝜌)𝑖 𝐷0

(4)

This is a geometric series and so in the limit as 𝑡 → ∞, total loans, L, are:

𝐿=

𝐷0

(5)

𝜌

The multiplier, M, the ratio of total loans, L, to original deposits, 𝐷0, is given by
𝑀=

𝐿

𝐷0

1

=𝜌

(6)

Example
If 𝜌 = 8% then, from (6), the multiplier
𝑀=

1
= 12.5
0.08

4

60
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However, this standard textbook calculation takes no account of partial repayments of the
loan before the end of the term, as is common with mortgages for example (Mallet, 2011). If
part of the loan is repaid each month, then those repayments can be lent out again. The
dynamics are then quite different. For example, if a loan is made for three years, or 36
months, and there is no interest, 1/36 of the loan will be repaid every month. To illustrate the
effect of this on the bank deposit multiplier, let us go back to the example above and assume
that each round takes one month. The bank lends out £900 in Month 1. In Month 2, the
borrower spends the loan and so the £900 is deposited back in the bank. But the borrower
repays £25. This means that in Month 2, the bank not only has £810 to lend out, as described
above in the textbook example, but also the £25 repaid; so the bank can lend £835. The next
month this £835 is deposited and so the bank can lend 90 per cent of £835 i.e. £751. In
addition, it receives another £25 repaid from the first loan of £900 and £23 from the second
loan of £835. So the bank can lend out £799 instead of just £729 in the textbook example.
And this continues: the figures for the first year are shown in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1: Example of the cumulative power of repayments: £1 000 deposit lent out over
three years.
New
Reserve Repay
Month deposit
ments
1
1 000
100
2
900
90
25
3
835
84
48
4
799
80
68
5
787
79
88
6
797
80
108
7
825
83
128
8
871
87
149
9
932
93
170
10
1 009
101
194
11
1 102
110
219
12
1 211
121
246

New
loans
900
835
799
787
797
825
871
932
1 009
1 102
1 211
1 336

Total
Total
Multiplier
loans deposits
900
1 000
1.0
1 710
1 900
1.9
2 462
2 735
2.7
3 181
3 534
3.5
3 889
4 321
4.3
4 607
5 119
5.1
5 350
5 944
5.9
6 133
6 815
6.8
6 972
7 747
7.7
7 881
8 757
8.8
8 873
9 859
9.9
9 963
11 070
11.1

5

Reserve
ratio (%)
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
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The original money is being repaid and lent out again, and again and again. The repayments
made each month look small, but their cumulative effect is significant. Instead of the process
becoming exhausted after 50 months with no new money being loaned out, now after 4
months, the amount of new loans starts to increase. The total lent out reaches almost £10 000
after 11 months; and continues to rise. And this means that the bank deposit multiplier can, if
there are no other constraints, rise well above the 10 in the textbook version and continue
rising. As Figure 9.1 shows, after about 2½ years, the multiplier has risen to 100.

Obviously, a short-term loan is repaid faster than with a long-term loan. Many bank loans
will be for longer than the three years assumed and so the compounding effect of repayments
will be much less. For instance, if the loan were a 25 year mortgage, the repayments would be
only 1/300 of the sum lent each month (instead of 1/36). For this mortgage, it would take 18
months for the bank deposit multiplier to approach 10 and nearly 10 years for it to reach 100.
The effect of the length of loan on new loans and on the bank deposit multiplier is illustrated
in Figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1: Example of the cumulative power of repayments: initial £1 000 deposit.
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All these calculations implicitly assume that there is a demand for all the bank wishes to lend
(and as Box 9.1 shows, British households do seem to have a high propensity to borrow) and
that the regulations permit lending on this scale, about which we shall say more later in this
Chapter. Furthermore, the calculations do not take into account the effect of interest
payments.

The textbook example in effect represents an interest-only loan with zero interest which is
repaid at the end of the term. The repayment process just described also assumes no interest
payments. If interest is paid, the dynamics of the process are changed again. By convention,
loans to households are usually repaid in equal monthly instalments. In the early years of long
term loans the repayments largely comprise of interest and most of the amount borrowed is
not repaid until later. This is illustrated in Box 9.3. The longer the term of the loan, the slower
the money will be recycled and the lower the bank deposit multiplier will be, all other things
being equal. However, the effect of interest repayments on the multiplier process depends on
who eventually receives the interest and what they do with it.

If the high multipliers shown in Figure 9.1 seem implausible, note that before the financial
crisis the bank deposit multiplier was around 90! But by 2010, it had fallen to about 14 due to
the drying up of bank lending (Begg et al., 2011,p.433). What these calculations underline is
the importance of modelling full dynamic processes and the potential power of fractional
reserve banking to create money.
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Box 9.3: Loan repayments with interest.
If interest is paid on the amount outstanding each month at a rate of 𝑟𝑚 per month and the
loan 𝐿 is to be repaid in equal monthly repayments over 𝑇months, then the monthly
repayment is
𝐿 × 𝑟𝑚
(1 − (1 + 𝑟𝑚 )−𝑇 )
If the interest rate is 5 per cent a year or 0.417 per cent per month, a three year loan of £5 000 will
cost £150 a month :

10 000 × 0.00417
= £150
(1 − (1 + 0.00417)−36 )

Even in the first month, most of the payment would go towards reducing the loan i.e. repaying the
capital, as shown in the left hand figure below.
A 25 year mortgage of £100 000 will cost £585 each month:

100 000 × 0.00417
= £585
(1 − (1 + 0.00417)−300 )
Just over 70 per cent of the first month’s payment will comprise interest; and very little capital will
be repaid in the first five years, as shown in the right hand figure below.

Monthly repayments on a 25 year mortgage of
£100 000 at interest of 5% a year

150

600

120

500

Monthly repayments (£)

Monthly repayments (£)

Monthly repayments on a 3 year loan of
£5 000 at interest of 5% a year

90
Interest
Capital

60

Total

30

400
Interest

300

Capital
Total

200
100
0

0
0

12

24

0

36

5

10

15
Year

Month

9

20

25
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Banking crises and the regulation of banks
Because the fractional reserve system implies gearing – sometimes called leveraging – the
system is inherently unstable: a small, unfavourable change can cause a bank to fail. Even in
the eighteenth century, Adam Smith noted that banks failed and there was a need to regulate
their activities (1776/1861, Book II, Chapter II). The history of banking shows that regulation
tends to be reactive: regulation is refined following a crisis and thus banking regulation has
evolved with banking (Ferguson, 2008, p.56). This is illustrated by the very brief history of
banking crises and regulation in Box 9.4.
Box 9.4: Brief history of banking crises and regulation.
In the nineteenth century, there were successive waves of bank failures in England. For example, in
1825, ‘about 50 banks went bankrupt’ and there were banking crises in 1836 and 1839, with panics
in 1847, 1857 and 1866 (Quinn, 2004, pp.163, 166-7). Various methods of control were tried, such as
not allowing bank owners the protection of limited liability so that they stood to lose everything if
their bank failed. In the 1870s, the Bank of England adopted the system of providing liquidity in
times of panic but at a high price. This, together with the amalgamation of banks to produce larger
units, stopped banking panics in England (Quinn, 2004, p.167). That is why the Financial Times
(2012) claimed that the run on Northern Rock in 2007 was the first run on a British bank in “over 140
years”, that is, since the panic of 1866. There had, however, been crises in the intervening period,
such as the Barings Crisis in 1890, which resulted the requirement for banks to increase their
reserves (Cottrell, 2004,pp.270- 279). Of course there have subsequently been many changes since
in detail of the regulation of British banks (see, for example, Howson, 2004).
In the USA, there was no central bank like the Bank of England and the Federal Reserve System was
not established until 1913 following several financial panics. While by the early twentieth century
there were just a handful large banks in Britain, in the USA by 1922, there were some 30 000 small
banks of which about 10 000 failed during the Great Depression (Ferguson, 2008, pp.57, 163). This
resulted in the USA being the first country to introduce deposit insurance to protect small savers
(Alessandri & Haldane, 2009). Friedman & Schwartz’s (1963) classic book, The Monetary History of
the United States: 1867-1960 gives more detail.
There has been increasing international co-operation to promote financial stability. The Bank of
International Settlements (BIS) was established in 1930, with the Bank of England and the US Federal
Reserve among the founders, and has taken the lead in the regulation of internationally important
banks following the 1970s crises (BIS, 2013a). Since 1988, there have been a succession of
international agreements, known Basel I, II and III, intended to ‘strengthen the soundness and
stability of the international banking system’. (BIS, 1988). Furthermore, the latest development, socalled ‘bail-in’, is designed to ‘prevent massive public bail-outs of banks’ (EU, 2013).
For more on the development of banking regulation and on the latest banking crisis, see, for
example Begg et al. (2011,pp.424, 426- 433). And for a global view of financial crises, see Reinhart &
Rogoff (2009).
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There are basically two types of banking crises: liquidity crises and solvency crises.
Regulators have established different approaches to deal with each. In practice, the two types
of crises can be closely related. If a bank has insufficient liquidity, it may have to sell assets
‘cheap’, which in turn makes it insolvent.

A liquidity crisis occurs when a bank cannot meet the immediate needs for payment because
it has lent out a high proportion of the money deposited with it and is a direct consequence of
the fractional reserve banking system. The regulators address this problem by requiring banks
to hold a minimum proportion of their assets in a highly liquid form (i.e. can be quickly
converted into money). Traditionally, the reserve ratio was the proportion of liquid assets to
deposits (and this is still used in economics textbooks such as Begg et al, 2011, p424).
Liquidity regulation in this form was, however, abolished in the UK in 1981 at which time
the ratio was 10 per cent (Howson, 2004, p.161) (In the USA, a reserve ratio of 10 per cent is
still used (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 2013)). Under the latest
international system, Basel III, a minimum Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) is imposed. The
LCR measures the ratio of ‘reliably liquid assets’ to ‘prospective liquidity outflows during a
period of stressed market conditions’. Under EU regulations banks will have to have a
‘minimum LCR ratio of 60% by 1 January 2015 rising to 100% by 1 January 2018’ (Bank of
England, 2013a, pp.23, 69).
Solvency crises arise because banks’ liabilities exceed their assets due to the value of their
assets falling. For example, when banks have lent money to people who have used their
homes as security for the loans and the value of those homes falls, then the loans are worth
less and this may make the bank insolvent. The regulators address this problem by imposing a
minimum capital adequacy ratio. In effect, this requires banks to have sufficient capital to
make good any likely deficiency. Alessandri & Haldane (2009) reported that ‘since the start
of the 20th century, capital ratios have fallen by a factor of around five in the US and UK’,
from over 10 per cent to under 5 per cent. But the precise definition of this ratio varies over
time. The current basic definition is the ratio of share capital to risk-weighted assets: for
example, cash is regarded as a risk-free asset while commercial loans are treated as very
risky. Francis & Osborne (2009) found that the risk-weighted capital adequacy ratios for
large UK banks varied from 13 to 18 per cent between 1998 and 2006. But they also noted
large differences between banks in each year. The Bank of England reported in June 2013
that the aggregate capital adequacy for ‘major British banks’ was 11 per cent (based on Tier 1
11
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capital as defined under Basel III i.e. capital that could be used to ‘absorb losses without a
bank being required to cease trading’, such as ordinary share capital (BIS, 2010).)
Nevertheless, at the same time, the Bank of England tested the accounts of eight UK banks
against the required capital adequacy and found five of the eight failed (Bank of England,
2013b). Averages can hide wide differences between banks.

A simple example
A simple example of a bank balance sheet is shown in Box 9.5. The bank’s assets are loans
plus liquid assets while its liabilities are its deposits, shareholders’ capital and retained profit.
In practice banks have a much wider range of assets and liabilities than shown here.


For a simple description, see, for example, Begg et al. (2011, Chapters 18 & 19).



For

more

technical

information,

see

the

Bank

of

England

website

(www.bankofengland.co.uk) or the BIS website (www.bis.org)


For a more detailed worked example, see the Reserve Bank of New Zealand (2007).

Here we follow the usual textbook approach and use the reserve ratio defined as:
𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠
𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑠

In this example, the reserve ratio is 11.1 per cent.

The capital adequacy ratio is defined as
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 + 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡
𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠
And in this example is 12.5 per cent.

What happens in a solvency crisis? Let us assume that it is discovered that the assets of the
bank are less than they were believed to be. Maybe borrowers have defaulted. This means
that the bank’s assets no longer cover its liabilities. To make the balance sheet balance again,
some liabilities must be reduced: the bank must either draw on its capital, its retained profit
or raid its depositors’ funds. This is illustrated in the bottom panel of Box 9.5. (For a full
description of such a ‘bail in’ process, see for example the arrangements due to be introduced
in 2016 in the EU (EU, 2013) or the joint paper by the Bank of England and Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (2012).)
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Box 9.5 Simple example of bank’s reserve and capital adequacy ratios.
Balance sheet
Assets

Liabilities

Liquid
Mortgages
Loans
Total
Reserve ratio
Reserve ratio =

1 000
2 000
7 000
10 000
𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠
𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑠

=

1 000
9 000

Deposits
Ordinary capital (from shareholders)
Retained profit
Total

9 000
800
200
10 000

= 11.1%

Capital adequacy ratio
Liquid assets have no risk attached, mortgages are risky, but not as risky as loans to individuals or
businesses.
Assets
Liquid
Mortgages
Loans
Total

1 000
2 000
7 000
10 000

Capital adequacy ratio =

Weight
0
50%
100%

Risk weighted assets
0
1 000
7 000
8 000

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙+𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡
𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠

=

800 + 200
8 000

= 12.5%

What happens if the value of the mortgages on the bank’s balance sheet drops by 200 due to
mortgage defaults?
Assets
Liquid
Mortgages
Loans
Total

1 000
1 800
7 000
9 800

Weight
0
50%
100%

Risk weighted assets
0
900
7 000
7 900

This loss is funded from the retained profit, which falls to zero, so
Capital adequacy ratio =

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙+𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡
𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠

=

800
7 900

= 10.1%

To restore the capital adequacy ratio to 12.5%, the bank could issue more shares to raise 185 more
capital so that
Capital adequacy ratio =

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙+𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡
𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠
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The banking model
Any simple model of the banking system has to omit a great deal. It must focus on a few
selected aspects and make assumptions about the world outside the model. For example,
Baradi’s agent-based model (2007) focuses on the heterogeneity of banks and households
while Mallet (2011) is concerned with the fractional reserve system and inter-bank lending.

We too focus on the effect of the fractional reserve system but also on the capital adequacy
requirement in order to examine the relationships between the banking sector, bank
regulators, savers and borrowers. The aim is to tease out the key processes.

The model has just one bank to represent the banking sector. However, there are 10 000
households. Each household is allocated a monthly budget, based on the method used in
Chapter 3, so as to give a Gini distribution of about one third with an average budget of
£1 000. Households receive this sum every month. Most households have little or no savings
as indicated in Box 9.1. To reflect this, it is assumed initially that 100 households are savers
with deposits of £10 000. The bank therefore has total initial deposits of £1 million. The
remaining 9 000 households initially have neither savings nor loans. In addition, there is a
regulatory authority that pays interest on liquid assets held as reserve by the bank.

Since the mid-1980s, banks in the UK have made both mortgage and other types of loans
(Watson, 2004). However, the model assumes that the bank makes only one kind of loan at a
time: either 25 year mortgages or three year consumer loans. By examining these two
extremes, we can bracket possible values. The bank decides how much to lend, given its
actual reserve and capital adequacy ratios, and the targets set by the regulatory authority (in
fact, the modeller). Loans are made to those who do not have loans and, if required, who also
meet an affordability test. These loans are used to buy from other households who then put
the money they receive back in the bank. The borrowers make monthly repayments of capital
and interest to the bank, and the bank can then make new loans and pay interest to the savers.
The process is set out in the flow diagram in Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2: Summary of the banking model.
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A basic example
To replicate the theoretical example shown in Box 9.3, we start by assuming a reserve ratio of
10 per cent but no minimum capital adequacy ratio (i.e. a ratio of zero), no affordability test
and an interest rate of zero. Loans of £100 000 are made for 25 years. Borrowers therefore
repay £333 each month. When borrowers take a loan, they transfer the sum – the £100 000 –
to another household selected at random that represents the end of the house-buying chain.
This ‘seller’ household saves the money by depositing it at the bank. The model is run for
120 months i.e.10 years. Borrowers only take out one loan at a time. This means that the
bank’s lending may be limited by the number of households in the model.

The results are shown in the left column of Table 9.2, taking the average of 10 runs (as there
is little stochastic variation in this very simple model). Three sets of metrics are reported after
10 years: for the bank, for households and for the economy as a whole.


for the bank: the reserve ratio, the capital adequacy ratio, total lending, the value of
the balance sheet and the bank deposit multiplier. The reserve ratio is just above the
10 per cent target at 10.8 per cent (s.d. 0) but the capital adequacy ratio falls to 1.7 per
cent (s.d. 0). Total lending is £119m (s.d 1.7). The bank’s balance sheet – its assets
and liabilities, which by definition are equal – are worth £134m (s.d.2). The bank
deposit multiplier, the ratio of current deposits to initial deposits, is 132.7 (s.d. 1.8).
(Note this is slightly higher than implied by the simple example in Figure 9.1 because
in the model the bank’s capital and retained profit has been taken into account.) Box
9.6 shows an example, based on a single run. (As this is from a single run, the
numbers will not be exactly the same as the averages quoted earlier in the paragraph.)



for households: the proportion who are borrowers and savers and the average amount
of savings. In this model, after 10 years, about 13 per cent of households are
borrowers and a similar proportion are savers (defined as households with at least
£10 000 of savings). These ratios are below those seen in the UK because the model is
focussing on a single tranche of lending to a limited population and funded by a small
group of savers while the position observed in the UK has evolved over many such
tranches. However, the average saving of the savers has risen from £10 000 to
£100 000.
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for the economy as a whole: the proportion of households’ budgets which are spent
on mortgage repayments. After 10 years, this has risen to 4 per cent. This depends
crucially on the absolute number of households in the model but is included here to
demonstrate how the model can produce both micro and macro data and to give an
indicator of the scale of the borrowing.

17
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Box 9.6: Results: example of lending and balance sheet, with capital adequacy ratio
rules and no interest
Single run
Available funds and loans

4 000
3 500

Available
Loaned

£ thous

3 000
2 500
2 000
1 500
1 000
500
12

Balance sheet and ratios
Initial
Assets
Liquid
Lending
Total

24

36

48

60
Months

72

84

96

£m
Liabilities
Deposits 1.0
Capital 1.0
Total
2.0

2.0
2.0

After 10 years
Assets
Liquid
14.3
Lending 118.6
Total
132.9

£m
Liabilities
Deposits 131.9
Capital 1.0
Total
132.9

Liquidity Ratio %
Capital Asset Ratio %
Bank deposit multiplier

10.8
1.7
131.9

18
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Introducing the capital adequacy ratio target
Next we introduce the capital adequacy ratio target of 10 per cent, but keep all the other
assumptions the same. The results, based on 10 runs after 10 years, are shown in the right
hand column of Table 9.2. The introduction of the capital adequacy ratio target has
considerably damped the bank’s activity by constraining its lending.


The bank’s capital adequacy ratio is on average slightly lower than the target because
the bank only monitors the ratio at the end of each lending round and if it breaches the
minimum required, it can take some time to increase it to meet the target as the bank
cannot raise more capital in the model.



The bank deposit multiplier is now only 32.2 (instead of 132.7). But as a result, banks
have ‘spare cash’ and the reserve ratio is 30 per cent (against a minimum requirement
of 10 per cent).



Far fewer households are borrowers or savers and the average saving of savers is
about £80 000 (instead of £100 000).



Only 1 per cent of expenditure is on mortgage repayments, a quarter of the share
when there was no capital adequacy target.
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Table 9.2: Results from a very simple model after 10 years.
10 runs
Assumptions
Equity capital (£ thous)
Loan type
Loan size (£ thous)
Term (years)
No. of households

1
Mortgage
100
25
10 000
Minimum capital adequacy ratio
%
0%
10%
(sd)
(sd)

Bank metrics
Reserve ratio %
Capital adequacy ratio %
Bank multiplier

10.8 (0)
1.7 (0)
132.7 (0)

30.4 (0.6)
8.5 (0.2)
32.2 (0.4)

Initial
values
0
2

119 (2)
134 (2)

23 (neg)
33 (neg)

Savers and borrowers
% households who are
- borrowers
- savers
Average savings (£ thous)

10
10

13.5 (0.2)
13.2 (0.2)
100.2 (0.6)

3.1 (neg)
4.0 (0.1)
79.7 (0.7)

Macroeconomic metric
Loan repayments as
% total expenditure

0

4.4 (0.6)

1.0 (neg)

Total lending (£ mil)
Balance sheet (£ mil)

Min 10%

neg=negligible i.e. greater than 0 but less than 0.05.
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Affordability and different types of loans
We now introduce the ‘affordability test’: borrowers are not allowed to take out a loan if the
monthly repayment would exceed half their budget. We also introduce short term loans:
£5 000 for three years. The monthly repayments on these consumer loans are lower than the
mortgage repayments: the mortgage is £333 per month and the consumer loan is £139 per
month. This means that more households can afford consumer loans than mortgages. The
initial £1m of deposits will provide twenty times as many consumer loans than mortgages. To
keep things simple, the bank can offer either mortgages or consumer loans, but not both. All
other variables are unchanged.

The two different types of lending produce very different results as suggested by the
examples of lending patterns in Figure 9.2. The bank can only make loans when it has
sufficient funds, there are households wanting loans and the capital adequacy ratio limit
permits. The ‘spikes’ of lending shown in Figure 9.3 are due to the capital adequacy ratio
being breached and preventing lending until the correct level is restored. For the bank, the
capital asset ratio constraint takes effect three years earlier if consumer loans are made than if
the lending is for mortgages because the risk weights are higher for consumer loans (as
explained in Box 9.5). Note, too, that the level of lending is much lower with mortgages than
with consumer loans – the vertical axes on the two graphs are very different – because the
mortgages take longer to pay off and therefore the money is recycled more slowly.
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Figure 9.3: Examples of the supply of new loans.
Mortgages: £100 000 over 25 years
10 000 households

Consumer loans: £5 000 over 3 years
10 000 households

5.0

80
Available

4.5

70
Available

4.0

Loaned
60

Loaned

3.5

£ mil

£ mil

3.0
2.5

50

40

2.0
30
1.5
20

1.0
0.5

10

12
24
36
48
60
72
84
96
108
120

120

108

96

84

72

60

48

36

24

12

0.0

Months

Months

Figures 9.4 and 9.5 show the processes underlying the examples shown in Figure 9.3. The top
row of Figure 9.4 shows that the capital adequacy ratio falls below 10 per cent because, as
explained above, the bank bases its lending on the capital adequacy ratio at the end of the last
month and once it has fallen, it may not be easily restored. But because lending is
constrained, the bank’s reserve ratio rises. The bottom row shows that the multiplier on
mortgages is 30 after 10 years while for consumer loans, it is 100. This is because the shortterm consumer loans are being repaid much faster: over three years instead of 25. Because the
repayments are lower, the impact on total consumer expenditure is lower for consumer loans
at around 1 per cent compared to 4 per cent for mortgages.
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Figure 9.4: Results: mortgages compared to consumer loans: bank metrics and the
economy.
10 runs
Mortgages: £100 000 over 25 years: 10 000 households
Consumer loans: £5 000 over 3 years: 10 000 households
Capital adequacy ratios
Reserve ratios
Mortgages
50

Mortgages

100

45
Consumer
loans

40
35

80
70

30

Per cent

Per cent

Consumer
loans

90

25
20
15

60
50
40
30

10

20

5

10

0
0

5

0

10

0

Years

5

10

Years

Multiplier
120

Economy: debt (including interest) repayments
as percent of total expenditure
Mortgages

5
Per cent of expenditure

80
Multiplier

Mortgages

Consumer loans

100

60
40
20

Consumer loans

4
3
2
1
0

0
0

5
Years

0

10
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The impact on savers is also quite different. With mortgages, a few households receive very
large windfall sums, while for the consumer loans, more households receive much smaller
sums: so mortgage lending results in fewer savers with higher average savings than consumer
lending. (This is shown in the left column of Figure 9.5.) The total volume of savings is,
however, higher with consumer loans. (This is shown on the bottom row of Figure 9.5.)
Figure 9.5 provides a nice example of how agent-based modelling using heterogeneous
agents facilitates disaggregation, allowing the modeller to drill down from the aggregate data
on the right to see how it has been generated. For instance, if there were only a single
representative agent, the model could say nothing about savers versus non-savers.
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Figure 9.5: Results: household savings: mortgages and consumer loans compared.
10 runs
Mortgages: £100 000 over 25 years: 10 000 households
Consumer loans: £5 000 over 3 years: 10 000 households
Savers (i.e. households with savings of £10 000 or more)
Left top: percentage of households that are
savers with at least £10 000 savings.
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Left bottom:
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Adding interest
So far, we have refrained from modelling interest payments. Charging borrowers interest at 5
per cent increases the monthly costs of a £100 000 mortgage over 25 years from £333 to
£585. This means that after 10 years, servicing mortgage repayments averages (over 10 runs)
8 per cent of total expenditure, double the share when no interest is payable. Savers are paid 2
per cent on their deposits, which they allow to accumulate in their accounts at the bank,
thereby adding to deposits and in turn boosting lending. The bank receives the same interest
on the assets it does not lend out. Thus after 10 years the multiplier is much higher: on
average, 156, five times greater than if no interest is paid. The bank also makes a profit: the
sum of the interest paid by borrowers and the interest earned from its liquid assets, minus
what it has to pay to savers. It is assumed that profits are retained by the bank. These results
are shown by the ‘No shock’ lines in Figure 9.6. Different assumptions about how the savers
use the interest they receive and how the bank uses its profits would produce different results.
A shock to the system
To test the resilience of the system to a shock, the model was run with 1 per cent of
borrowers defaulting after 30 months. Defaulting is defined as borrowers stopping repaying
and the bank writing off the loans. The impact on the bank’s metrics at 5 and 10 years are
shown by the ‘With shock’ lines in Figure 9.6. The defaults put the bank into a loss and
because it does not have sufficient resources, lending stops. So instead of the multiplier
averaging 156 after 10 years, it is only 22. More importantly, the bank is plunged into
increasing losses, as shown by the bottom right hand graph. Thus quite a modest shock – 1
per cent defaulters – has had major effects.

Figure 9.7 shows the results if the bank charges 10 per cent for its mortgages and consumer
loans and gives savers only 1 per cent. This allows the bank to build up sufficient retained
profit to keep it afloat if it makes mortgage loans but if it makes small loans to consumers this
interest rate is still not sufficient, even 10 per cent being a low rate for consumer loans. (This
is because if the bank makes consumer loans, it has a much larger balance sheet; and so a 1
per cent default is a much larger sum.)

Both examples show how a shock to a bank with insufficient capital caused by defaulting
puts a stop to lending and plunges the bank into increasing loss. The ratchet effect that leads
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to rising loans and rising profit when all goes well has now gone into reverse. This illustrates
the inherent instability of fractional reserve banking.
Figure 9.6: Results: a shock to mortgage lending: bank metrics.
10 runs

Mortgages: £100 000 over 25 years: 10 000 households
Interest paid by borrowers: 5 per cent. Interest paid on savings: 2 per cent
After 30 months, 1 per cent of borrowers default
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Figure 9.7: Results: a shock to lending, mortgages and consumer loans: bank metrics
10 runs

Mortgages: £100 000 over 25 years.
Consumer loans: £5 000 over 3 years.
10 000 households.
Interest paid by borrowers: 10 per cent. Interest paid on savings: 1 per cent
After 30 months, 1 per cent of borrowers default.
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Discussion
This Chapter has presented a simple agent-based model that captures the essential features of
fractional reserve banking. Of the themes of this book – modelling heterogeneity, dynamics
and interaction – this Chapter has focussed on dynamics, but also touched on heterogeneity
and interaction.

Because agent-based models can accommodate heterogeneity, we have been able to
distinguish between borrowers and savers, unlike models using representative agents. Nobel
prize-winner Joseph Stiglitz (2010, p.258) pointed out that ‘… if all individuals are identical,
there can be no borrowing and lending – that would simply be moving money from the left
pocket to the right pocket.’ We have also allowed some heterogeneity between borrowers:
borrowers have different budgets and so are not always able to afford loans. More could be
made of this. For instance, this model has not considered in any detail the responsiveness of
savers to different interest rates, only taking into account the fact that higher interest rates
reduce the affordability of loans.

We have used a single agent to represent the banking system. The banking system of course
comprises many banks and these banks both compete and rely on one another. They compete
to attract savers and borrowers in order to maximise their profits. The more banks can lend –
driving down their liquidity and capital asset ratios – the greater their profit, but the more
vulnerable they are to shocks. Although banks compete, they are also highly inter-dependent
and this interdependency is an important factor in determining the riskiness of the system.
The freezing up of inter-bank lending was a key factor in the 2008 crisis, when banks lost
confidence in the other banks with whom they dealt. In recognition of this interdependency
the Bank of England now uses network diagrams to report on the interconnectedness of major
banks (Bank of England, 2013a, p.47). But we focussed on competition in Chapter 6 and on
networks in Chapter 4, so in this Chapter we have chosen to focus on the unique attributes of
fractional reserve banking. The core banking model we have presented could be extended to
cover the competitive and interdependent aspects of banking.

The model suggests how the banking system transfers resources from borrowers to nonborrowers. We measured the proportion of expenditure that was taken up with repaying debt
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and interest on debt. We also measured the proportion of households with savings and saw
that proportion rise together with the average level of savings as a result of the banking
activity. Thus the model does include some interaction between agents, albeit indirect. More
importantly, by its structure, this agent-based model allows us to drill down from the macro
to the micro, rather than treat the two aspects separately as done in, for example, Begg et al.
(2011).

The model has also illustrated the importance of understanding the dynamics of the banking
system. It demonstrates just how complicated an area of the economy this is to model. Where
does the money come from? Where does it go? Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke said
‘I just think it is not realistic to think that human beings can fully anticipate all
possible interactions and complex developments. The best approach for dealing with
this uncertainty is to make sure that the system is fundamentally resilient and that we
have as many fail-safes and back-up arrangements as possible’ (Chan, 2010)

Simply allowing for the dynamics of repayments has shown that the impact of lending does
not die away as usually presented in text-books: it is potentially explosive. The recycling of
money as it is repaid and re-lent can generate an exponential increase that is only ameliorated
by the regulators imposing liquidity and capital adequacy ratio rules together with other
constraints in the system, such as lack of demand (represented in the model by running out of
potential borrowers). Because short term consumer loans recycle the money faster than
mortgages, their multiplier effects are larger. Thus the more lending in the form of short-term
consumer loans, the more unstable the system is likely to be. Our simple model shows how
an under-capitalised bank can be plunged into insolvency from which it cannot recover. It
confirms Ferguson’s conclusion:
‘…I have come to understand that few things are harder to predict accurately than the
timing and magnitude of financial crises, because the financial system is so genuinely
complex and so many of the relationships within it are non-linear, even chaotic.’
(Ferguson, 2008, p.14)

We make no apologies for taking some major simplifying assumptions in order to be able to
tease out the key dynamic processes and enable the tracking of the long-term impact of a
tranche of lending. The model permits an examination of the relationship between bank
lending policy, banking regulation, household behaviour and overall macro variables. This
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Chapter has shown that agent-based modelling can be a valuable tool in checking the
resilience of the banking system.
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Annex
Formal description
Purpose: The aim of the model is to examine the effect of a £1 million stimulus over several
years.
Entities: One agent is the bank, and there are up to 10 000 agents representing households.
Stochastic processes: Distribution of household budgets, which households take loans, which
households receive payments, and, if the shock to the system is activated, which households
default.
Initialisation:









Set the number of households.
Set the number of savers. This will determine the size of the bank’s initial deposits:
each saver has £10 000 deposited.
Set the bank’s capital.
Set the reserve ratio and capital adequacy targets: these ratios can be zero.
Choose whether the affordability test used or not.
Choose whether a shock is required, and if so, its size and timing.
Set the interest rates for savers and borrowers: these rates can be zero.
Choose a run name and set the number of months and runs required.

Output:
For the first run, an extensive set of graphics is produced as illustrated in Figure A9.1. For
months 12, 60 and 120 the following metrics are recorded, averaged over all the runs:





Bank metrics
o reserve ratio %
o capital adequacy ratio %
o bank deposit multiplier
o bank balance sheet: liabilities and assets
o retained profit
o total lending
o new money loaned in month
Macro: total expenditure by households and total repayments
Households:
o numbers of borrowers, savers and potential borrowers
o mean savings of savers

The pseudo-code is in Box A9.1 and a screen shot in Figure A9.1. For the full code see the
website: Chapter 9 –Banking.
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Box A9.1: Pseudo-code for banking model.
Create a world sized with wrap-around to ensure the density of households is 1% (e.g. for 1 000
households, 315 x 317).
Define two loans types
 Mortgage loans are of £100 000 over 25 years, risk weight 50%.
 Consumer loans are of £5 000 over 3 years, risk weight 100%.
Calculate the monthly repayments required for each loan type, taking into account any interest
payable.
Create agents:
 Households: create required number of agents, representing households, and allocate to
each a monthly budget designed to produce a Gini coefficient of about 0.3 and an average
budget of £1 000 (on the basis of the method used in Chapter 3).
 Bank: create one agent to represent the banking sector.
Select the number the households set by the modeller to be savers. (These savings are the initial
deposits of the bank.)
The bank makes loans based on the initial deposits, applying the affordability test if selected. (The
affordability test means that only if the repayments are less than half the household’s budget can
the household take a loan.)
At the start of the second and each following month:
The bank
 collects the repayments. (If the shock is switched on, the set percentage of borrowers
default in the specified month.)
 pays interest to savers
 collects interest on its liquid assets.
Households who received payment last month deposit the money. (None in first month.)
The bank looks at its reserve and capital adequacy ratios at the end of the previous month and
calculates how much it has available to lend. If it has funds to lend, it then makes loans to those
randomly selected households that do not have loans (and pass the affordability test if set) until
its funds are all lent out
If the bank cannot lend all the money it has available without breaching the target ratios, it has
to keep the funds liquid and will earn the rate paid to savers.
Households receiving loans transfer the loan to another household selected at random.
The reserve and capital adequacy ratios are calculated and other data collected.
Data are collected for months 12, 60 and 120. Graphs are plotted for the first run and all data are
sent to a csv file.
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Figure A9.1: Screenshot of banking model.
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Things to try
Using sliders and options explore the effects of:


Increasing the initial deposits at the bank by increasing the number of savers.



Increasing the bank’s equity capital to permit more lending with a given target ratio



Reducing the target ratios



Raising borrowers’ interest rates on the demand for loans



Raising savers’ interest rates on the supply of loans



An earlier or larger shock to the system.

Advanced – requiring amending the program:


The model currently assumes that savers allow any interest they receive to accumulate
in the bank. What would happen if they did something else e.g. spent the money?



The model currently assumes that the bank retains its profits. What would happen if
some of the profit was distributed to shareholders?



In 2015 the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) will be introduced. This requires banks
to have sufficient ‘cash or assets that can be converted into cash at little or no loss of
value in private markets to meet its liquidity needs for a 30 calendar day liquidity
stress scenario’ (BIS, 2013b). Rework the model to measure the LCR.



Drawing on the material in Chapter 4, adapt the model to simulate a bank run.



Drawing on the material in Chapter 6, introduce competing banks.
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